Battery-free sensor networks have emerged as a promising solution to conquer the lifetime limitation of batterypowered systems. In this letter, we study a sensor network built from battery-free nodes which harvest energy from radio frequency (RF) signals transmitted by RF-based chargers, e.g., radio frequency identification (RFID) readers. Due to the insufficiency of harvested energy, the sensor nodes have to work in duty cycles to harvest enough energy before turning active and performing tasks. One fundamental issue is how to deploy the chargers to ensure that the battery-free nodes can maintain a designated duty cycle for continuous operation. Based on a new wireless recharge model, we formulate the charger placement problem for node's duty cycle guarantee as a constrained optimization problem. We develop both greedy and efficient heuristics for solving the problem and validate our solutions through extensive simulations. The simulation results show that the proposed particle swarm optimization (PSO)-based divide-and-conquer approach can effectively reduce the number of chargers compared with the greedy approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
L IMITED lifetime has always been a major stumbling block to the applications of battery-powered sensor networks, especially to embedded sensing applications, where replacing battery is either impractical or inconvenient. To enable sustainable operation, it is desirable that sensor nodes can harvest energy from ambient environment. One of the most promising energy sources is the radio frequency (RF) signals and a typical application is the radio frequency identification (RFID) system. Recently, Intel and University of Washington have designed a Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP) [1] , which extends traditional RFID system beyond simple identification towards sensing and computation. WISP tags upload sensory data to querying readers via backscatter modulation, and meanwhile harvest energy from the reader and store it in a capacitor, which powers the operation of microcontroller, data sensing, logging, and computing. More recently, tag-to-tag communication has also been realized [2] , which enables the formation of a battery-free sensor network. A limitation of RF energy harvesting is the insufficiency of harvested energy compared with the energy demand. Typically, the rectified power of a WISP tag is found to be the order of μW while the power consumption in the active state is the order of mW [1] . Therefore, a battery-free sensor node has to sleep and recharge for a period of time until there is enough power for it to turn active and perform tasks. Suppose the nodes are duty cycled periodically to perform sensing tasks. A fundamental problem is how to deploy minimal number of chargers so that the duty cycle of the nodes can be guaranteed.
Similar studies on RF-based charger placement have been conducted in several previous works [3] - [5] . In [3] , He et al. consider using least number of readers to ensure that a static node placed in any position of the network receives a sufficient recharge rate for sustained operation. Their solution is inspired by the classical area coverage problem and an equilateral triangle placement pattern is proved to be optimal. In [4] , Fu et al. consider another scenario where the reader is mobile and they study the optimal stop locations and the corresponding stop durations of the reader such that the total delay to charge all nodes in the network is minimized. In [5] , Erol-Kantarci et al. propose to optimize the placement of RF-based chargers with the objective of maximizing the profit of user-defined missions. In these previous works, multi-charger recharge power is assumed to be simple summation of individual recharge power of each surrounding charger, which greatly facilitates geometric proofs of the charger placement pattern. However, few work has taken note of the fact that when a node is surrounded by multiple chargers, the signal it receives is the superposition of multiple differently delayed, attenuated, and phase-shifted signals, analog to the multipath signals [6] . The received power is thus not equal to summation of the received power of each individual charger.
The contributions of this letter are as follows. First, we present a new multi-charger recharge model. Second, based on the recharge model, we formulate the charger placement problem for node's duty cycle guarantee as a constrained optimization problem. Third, we develop both greedy and efficient heuristics for solving the problem and finally validate our solutions through extensive simulations.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Recharge Model
Before formulating our problem, we first present the recharge model. The recharge power of a node, denoted by P h , is dependent on its received signal power, denoted by P r . With a single charger, a node's received signal power can be calculated by the Friss transmission equation. The received power is then rectified and converted to electrical energy with some power 1558-2558 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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loss. Hence, an empirical recharge model with single charger is as follows [1] , [3] , [4] :
where η is the rectification efficiency, G s and G r are the source and receiver antenna gains respectively, λ is the wavelength, P s is the transmit power of the charger, and L p is the polarization loss. For short distance transmission the distance d is adjusted to d + ε, where ε is a fixed small parameter ensuring that the associated recharge power is finite in expectation. For a multi-charger scenario, suppose there are K chargers with the same transmit power and frequency, each contributing to a differently attenuated and phase-shifted signal at node i. The received power from charger k at node i is then represented as a complex value Z i,k , which is calculated by (2), where P (i,k) r is its amplitude equal to the received power from the kth charger, which can be obtained via (1), and θ i,k is its phase measured at wavelength λ.
r is then the summation over all the K components:
Applying orthogonal decomposition to (3) , and further including rectification efficiency η, we obtain the multi-charger recharge model:
where ρ = ηG s G r P s L p λ 4π 2 . It is obvious that (4) reduces to (1) when K = 1.
Different from the summation model [3] , the above recharge model captures the physical layer power features. The rationality of this model has been validated experimentally. Details can be referred to our technical report available at http://arxiv.org/ abs/1508.02303.
B. Problem Formulation
We define the following notations before formulating the problem.
1) Letter A represents the surveillance field where total N battery-free sensor nodes are located. S = {s i |1 ≤ i ≤ N} represents the set of sensor nodes, where s i is the ith node with the coordinates of (
where c k = (x k , y k ) ∈ A is the coordinates of the kth charger and K is the total number of chargers. We use |C| to denote the cardinality of C, i.e., |C| = K.
3) P a and P q denote the power consumptions when node is in the active and quiescent states, respectively. α stands for the duty cycle factor, defined as the percentage of the time during which the node is active. Hence the required recharge power for sustainable operation is P req (α) = αP a + (1 − α)P q .
Our charger placement problem is formulated as follows.
Minimal Charger Placement Problem (MCPP): Given a surveillance field A and a set of battery-free sensor nodes S, find charger placement C such that the number of chargers |C| is minimized, subject to the energy harvesting constraint:
. MCPP is a non-linear and non-convex optimization problem. We propose three solutions in the following section.
III. SOLUTIONS
A. Greedy Approach
The surveillance field is divided into X × Y grids. The granularity of the grid depends on the precision requirement and computation cost one can afford. Potential coordinates of a charger is supposed to be in the center of each grid, called the grid point. The placement strategy can thus be represented by a X × Y matrix D, in which D(x, y) denotes the number of chargers placed at grid point (x, y). Once we obtain the matrix D, the charger placement C can be easily derived. Typically, D(x, y) is either 0 or 1. However, in very rare cases when the duty cycle requirement is so high that more than one charger need to be placed in a small neighborhood, D(x, y) may take an integer larger than 1. In each iteration, the charger is placed at the grid point where the number of sensor nodes satisfying the energy harvesting constraint is maximized. The details are shown in Algorithm 1.
B. PSO-Based Approach
As greedy algorithm is likely to get trapped in local optima, we propose Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based approach to solve MCPP. PSO is a population-based stochastic searching algorithm inspired by social behavior of bird flocking, animal hording, or fish schooling [7] . It works with a group of "particles". Each particle has a position vector and a velocity vector. The position vector simulates a candidate solution to the optimization problem, and the velocity vector denotes the position-changing tendency. For MCPP, We define the position vector of particle i as the the 2-D coordinates of k chargers, i.e., x i = {x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , . . . , x k , y k }, which has dimension of 2k. To search for the optimal solution, a particle iteratively updates its velocity and current position according to (5) and (6) .
Here, x i (t) and v i (t) are the current position and velocity of particle i, respectively; p i is the particle's best known position; p g is the swarm's best position; r p and r g are two random vectors in U(0, 1); w, ϕ p and ϕ g are constants selected in order to control the efficacy of PSO algorithm. The update process is repeated for a fixed number of iterations. We search for the optimal charger placement with incremental number of chargers. The details are shown in Algorithm 2. It begins with k = 1 and iterates for incremental k. In each iteration, the number of sensor nodes satisfying the constraint P
Once the constraint is satisfied for all nodes, the optimal solution is found.
C. PSO-Based Divide-and-Conquer Approach
A weakness of PSO is that in high dimensional solution space, it is hard to reach optima in each dimension, resulting in a low optimizing precision or even failure. Hence for a largescale surveillance field or a high power demand, the PSO-based approach may be inefficient. A straightforward solution is to use a divide-and-conquer (D&C) approach, which divides the nodes into a number of small clusters, recharges the clusters one by one using the PSO solver and then combines all local solutions into a global solution. However, a key challenge in implementing this approach is that the local problems (i.e., charger placement for individual cluster) are dependent. This is because a charger may contribute to multiple nodes in different clusters. As a result, solving the local problems separately without considering the interdependence between local solutions may lead to an inefficient global solution.
Due to the spatial decay of signal power, the chargers far away from the nodes makes little contribution to the recharge power. Therefore, for any node to be charged, we define the contributive recharge region (c-region), as the disc of radius R centered at the node. The radius R is referred to as contributive recharge radius (c-radius), which is defined as the distance d in the solution to the equation P h = δP req (α), i.e., R = ρ δP req (α) − ε, where δ ∈ (0, 1) is a tuning parameter related to node density. The optimal c-radius is therefore dependent on the recharge demand and network density and should be carefully chosen. On one hand, a conservative c-radius confines charger's recharge capability though they may contribute to the nodes outside the c-radius. On the other hand, a large c-radius may defeat the purpose of clustering and result in poor optimization performance.
We now describe the basic idea of our PSO-based divideand-conquer (PSO-D&C) approach. In the divide stage, the nodes to be charged are grouped into clusters according to their proximity. We adopt a greedy clustering algorithm called Quality Threshold (QT) algorithm [8] , whose objective is to find minimal number of clusters that group the sensor nodes in geographical proximity. Specifically, in each iteration, a candidate cluster is created centering at each unclustered node s with the nodes within the c-region of s as members. The candidate with the most members is kept as a real cluster. The clustering procedure continues until there is no unclustered node left. Suppose QT yields M clusters. Denote A m as the c-region of cluster m with cluster head s m,1 , and S m as the set of nodes in cluster m, S m = {s m,i |i = 1, 2, . . . , |S m |}. In the conquer stage, the PSO solver is executed to find an optimal local solution for each cluster. The advantage of Algorithm 3 is that the chargers placed in previous clusters can be reused by the current cluster. Hence the charger placement is jointly optimized among adjacent clusters, which effectively reduces the total number of chargers.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, simulations are conducted with different sensor node layouts to evaluate the proposed greedy and PSO-D&C approaches. Considering pure PSO-based approach only works efficiently when the network is small in scale or the recharge demand is extremely low, which can be regarded as a special case of PSO-D&C approach, we do not evaluate its performance separately. The parameters related to the recharge model are set according to real hardware measurements of the node, i.e., WISP4.1DL and the RFID reader, Impinj Octane3 Speedway [1] , [3] . That is η = 0.3, G s = 8 dBi, G r = 2 dBi, L p = 3 dB, λ = 0.33 m, P s = 1 W, and ε = 0.2316 m. For WISP node, the average current consumptions in active and quiescent states are 600 μA and 1 μA, respectively, while the operation voltage is 1.8 V, thus the average power consumptions in active and quiescent states are P a = 1.08 × 10 −3 W and P q = 1.8 × 10 −6 W, respectively. In each simulation scenario, WISP nodes are placed regularly or randomly in a 12 × 12 m 2 square area. In the greedy approach, the grid size is set to 0.1 m. In the first set of simulations, total 144 WISP nodes are regularly distributed, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Fig. 2(a) shows the number of required chargers computed by the greedy and PSO-D&C algorithms with the duty cycle requirement α increases from 0.1 to 0.8. The charger placements are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) with α fixed at 0.5. In the second set of simulations, total 120 sensor nodes are randomly scattered in the field, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). Fig. 2(b) shows the results under different duty cycle values. The charger placements are also shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d) with α fixed at 0.3. We also evaluate the algorithm performances with 64 regularly distributed nodes and 60 randomly distributed nodes. The number of required chargers computed by the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) . Due to the space limit, the figures of the charger placements are omitted. In summary, we have the observation that, in all simulation scenarios, the PSO-D&C algorithm consistently outperforms the greedy algorithm. The average performance gain is around 6%.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we first present a new recharge model considering multi-signal superposition for RF-based battery-free sensor networks. Based on the recharge model, we study the problem of how to deploy minimal number of chargers to guarantee the duty cycle of battery-free sensor nodes. Both greedy and efficient PSO-based heuristics are proposed to solve the problem. The derived solutions are validated through extensive simulations that indicate the proposed PSO-D&C approach effectively reduces the number of chargers compared with the greedy approach.
